Influence of doped nitrogen and vacancy defects on the thermal conductivity of graphene nanoribbons.
A systematic investigation of the thermal conductivity of zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) doped with nitrogen and containing a vacancy defect was performed using reverse nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (RNEMD). The investigation showed that the thermal conductivity of the ZGNRs was significantly reduced by nitrogen doping. The thermal conductivity dropped rapidly when the nitrogen doping concentration was low. Also, the presence of a vacancy defect was found to significantly decrease the thermal conductivity. Initially, as the vacancy moved from the heat sink to the heat source, the phonon frequency and the phonon energy increased, and the thermal conductivity decreased. When the distance between the vacancy in the ZGNR and the edge of the heat sink reached 2.214 nm, tunneling began to occur, allowing high-frequency phonons to pass through the vacancies and transfer some energy. The curve of the thermal conductivity of the ZGNRs versus the vacancy position was found to be pan-shaped, with the thermal conductivity of the ZGNRs controlled by the phonon. These findings could be useful when attempting to control heat transfer on the nanoscale using GNR-based thermal devices.